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Cut and assemble card pieces: 

1. Attach Beauty of the Woods DSP to Basic White card base. 

Cut out opening using die-cut machine and second-largest Diorama die.  Save the cut-out for the inside of the card. 

2. Stamp trees from Welcoming Woods on Misty Moonlight card stock using Versamark ink.  Heat emboss using a heat 

tool and white embossing powder.  Cut image using die-cut machine and the fourth-largest Diorama die. 

3.  Cut Basic White mat using die-cut machine and third-largest Diorama die. 

Welcoming Woods Faker Shaker Card 

Stamp Sets: Welcoming Woods 

Ink: Night of Navy, Versamark 

Paper: Basic White, Misty Moonlight, Beauty 

of the Earth Designer Series Paper 

Accessories: Stampin' Cut & Emboss Machine, 

Diorama Dies, heat tool, white embossing 

powder, Tear & Tape Adhesive, clear bag, 

Scotch Tape, sequins from my stash, Mini 

Dimensionals 
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4. Attach the embossed piece 

to saved Designer Series 

Paper.  Attach to the inside of 

the card. 

5. Fill a clear bag large enough 

to cover the opening on the 

card base using sequins, glitter, 

or confetti.  For this card, I 

used sequins from my 

stash.  Close the open end of 

the bag and tape shut using 

Scotch Tape or similar. 

6. Attach Tear & Tape Adhesive 

around the opening on the 

inside of the card.   
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7. Remove the backing, and attach 

the bag. 

8. Apply more Tear & Tape Adhesive 

on the four sides of the bag. 
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9.  Remove the backing, and 

attach the Basic White diorama 

layer* 

*Because my Basic White 

diorama layer didn't entirely 

cover the strip of Tear & Tape 

Adhesive along the bottom edge, 

I added a 3/4" wide piece of 

Misty Moonlight to cover it. 

 

9. Stamp greeting and snowflakes 

on a scrap piece of Basic White 

card stock using Night of Navy 

ink.  Attach to a Misty Moonlight 

mat.  Attach to card front using 

Mini Dimensionals to pop it up. 
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